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Thellier GUI: An integrated tool for analyzing paleointensity
data from Thellier-type experiments

Ron Shaar and Lisa Tauxe
Scripps Institution of Oceanography, University of California, San Diego, La Jolla, California,
92093-0220, USA (rshaar@ucsd.edu)

[1] Thellier-type experiments are a method used to estimate the intensity of the ancient geomagnetic field
from samples carrying thermoremanent magnetization. The analysis of Thellier-type experimental data is
conventionally done by manually interpreting data from each specimen individually. The main limitations
of this approach are: (1) manual interpretation is highly subjective and can be biased by misleading
concepts, (2) the procedure is time consuming, and (3) unless the measurement data are published, the final
results cannot be reproduced by readers. These issues compound when trying to combine together
paleointensity data from a collection of studies. Here, we address these problems by introducing the Thellier
GUI: a comprehensive tool for interpreting Thellier-type experimental data. The tool presents a graphical
user interface, which allows manual interpretation of the data, but also includes two new interpretation
tools: (1) Thellier Auto Interpreter: an automatic interpretation procedure based on a given set of
experimental requirements, and 2) Consistency Test: a self-test for the consistency of the results assuming
groups of samples that should have the same paleointensity values. We apply the new tools to data from two
case studies. These demonstrate that interpretation of non-ideal Arai plots is nonunique and different
selection criteria can lead to significantly different conclusions. Hence, we recommend adopting the
automatic interpretation approach, as it allows a more objective interpretation, which can be easily repeated
or revised by others. When the analysis is combined with a Consistency Test, the credibility of the
interpretations is enhanced. We also make the case that published paleointensity studies should include
the measurement data (as supplementary files or as a contributions to the MagIC database) so that results
based on a particular data set can be reproduced and assessed by others.
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1. Introduction

[2] Ancient materials that carry a thermoremanent
magnetization (TRM) can retain information on the
absolute intensity of the past geomagnetic field. This
information can be retrieved through an experimental
procedure known as the Thellier method [Thellier
and Thellier, 1959]. Despite the great advantages of
the Thellier method, there are some difficulties
underlying its application, mainly because it is based
on a number of strict assumptions, which are hard to
fulfill or even to test. As a result, the interpretation of
Thellier-type experimental data is often ambiguous.
This issue is compounded when trying to compare
or combine different published datasets (which were
likely interpreted using different guiding principles)
because they often do not include the original
measurements. Still, even if the measurement data
are available, the conventional approach of manually
interpreting each specimen and sample separately
may be highly subjective as well as time consuming.

[3] In this study, we address the difficulties in inter-
preting Thellier-type experimental data and introduce
new techniques for analyzing them combined together
in the software package, Thellier GUI. The main
improvements of the new package over the existing
approaches are: (1) interpretations are done automati-
cally in a fast, systematic, and consistent fashion, using
a given set of experimental requirements, (2) Thellier
GUI can handle datasets that are virtually unlimited
in size, and (3) it includes a consistency test using a
subset of samples that are expected to give the same
paleointensity value based on field relations. The
cross-platform graphical user interface (GUI) allows
data visualization and both the conventional (manual)
as well as the new automatic interpretation approaches.
The GUI has been made part of PmagPy software
package (http://earthref.org/PmagPy/cookbook/) and
is designed to work with the MagIC data format
(earthref.org/MAGIC). TheMagIC database facilitates
the ongoing effort to establish a comprehensive data-
base with global paleointensity measurements.

[4] The outline of this paper is as follows. In section 1,
we briefly review the Thellier method: its technical
procedure, causes of failure, and the conventional
interpretation procedure. In sections 2–4, we
introduce the Thellier GUI program, which includes
two new interpretation tools: Thellier Auto Interpreter
andConsistency Test. We examine two case studies in
section 5 using the new interpretation tools. The
Supporting Information consists of a description of
the paleointensity statistical definitions being used.
The Appendix, given as a web supplement, provides

a tutorial for using the GUI, as well as a link for
downloading the datasets discussed in this article.

1.1. The Procedure of Thellier-type
Experiments

[5] The basic assumption underlying Thellier-type
experiments is expressed in equation (1), which can
be derived directly from Néel Theory [Néel, 1955]
assuming anisotropic TRM [e.g., Selkin et al., 2000]:

TRM ¼ A’½ � tanh C�Bð Þ (1)

where TRM is the magnetization vector, C is a
scalar, B is the applied field vector, and [A’] is a
second-degree anisotropy tensor. Most often, the
field B is low enough for the hyperbolic function
to be approximated by a linear function [but not
always, see Selkin et al., 2007; Shaar et al.,
2010]. In these cases, equation (1), reduces to:

TRM ¼ A½ ��B (2)

[6] In addition, the tensor [A] can often be reasonably
approximated by a scalar, but here we will retain the
tensor form. Under the assumption of equation (2),
once the ancient TRM (TRManc) of a specimen is
measured and the specimen is given a laboratory
TRM (TRMlab) in a known lab field (Blab), the
intensity ancient field (Banc) can be calculated using:

Banc ¼ Blabj j� A½ �̂rBlabj j A½ ��1 r̂TRManc

�� ��� �
� TRManc

TRMlab

����
����

¼ Blabj j�Fa� bj j (3)

where r̂Blaband r̂TRManc are unit vectors in the direction
of Blab and TRManc, respectively. Fa is termed the
anisotropy correction factor. When the hyperbolic
function cannot be approximated by a linear function
[Selkin et al., 2007, Shaar et al., 2010], Banc is calcu-
lated using equations (2)–(3) in Shaar et al. [2010].

[7] Theoretically, the simplest paleointensity experi-
ment could include only two measurements: the
NRM and TRMlab, assuming that the NRM is
identical to TRManc and [A] has not changed. As this
is very rarely the case,Koenigsberger [1936], followed
by Thellier and Thellier [1959], suggested a series of
double heating steps at elevated temperatures, instead
of a single heating step. In each double heating step,
a portion of the NRM is de- or remagnetized (zero-
field step, or “Z” or infield step “I,” respectively) and
a partial TRM (pTRM) is acquired (in-field step, or
“I”). This experiment can be performed using the
original Thellier protocol [Thellier and Thellier,
1959] (a pair of infield steps with opposing fields, or
“II”), or using one of its modifications: “ZI” [Coe,
1967], “IZ” [Aitken et al., 1988], or “IZZI” [Tauxe
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and Staudigel, 2004]. For reviews of different
protocols, see Yu et al. [2004] and Tauxe and
Yamazaki [2007].

[8] The results of the Thellier-type experiment are
displayed on an Arai plot [Nagata et al., 1963,
Figure 1], which is a scatter plot of data points of the
NRM (progressively lost) versus pTRM (progressively
gained). The slope of a best fit line, b, through
the points allows the estimation of Banc from
equation (3). The NRM directions measured during
the experiment are considered in the analysis and
are plotted on orthogonal or Zijderveld [Zijderveld,
1967] plots (insets to Figure 1). A successful
Thellier-type experiment results in a linear Arai plot
(Figure 1a) and a straight-line Zijderveld plot
converging toward the origin (inset to Figure 1a).

1.2. Reasons for Possible Failure of
Thellier-type Experiments

[9] A major difficulty in paleointensity research is
that frequently very few, if any, specimens in a given
study display the ideal behavior shown in Figure 1a.
The reasons for nonideal behavior vary and may
include experimental noise [Paterson et al., 2012]
and/or violation of one of the following basic
assumptions, which are built into the Thellier-type
experimental procedure:

(1) The NRM is the TRManc. The original ancient
thermal remanence could be overprinted or
replaced by viscous (if the sample contains large
fraction of unstable particles), chemical (due to
weathering), thermal (due to exposure to high

Figure 1. Different results of Thellier experiments (IZZI protocol) displayed on Arai plots and Zijderveld plots (insets).
Red circles, blue circles, and triangles in the Arai plot are “ZI” steps, “IZ” steps, and pTRM checks, respectively. Blue
(red) squares in the Zijderveld plot are x-y (x-z) projections of the NRMs in the specimen coordinate system, where x axis
is rotated to the direction of the NRM in the X-Y plane. ((a) Ideal behavior. (b) A scattered plot resulting with high b and
high DRATS. (c) A bilinear Arai plot resulting with low fraction statistic (fvds) for each linear segment. (d) pTRM checks
fall far from the curve (high DRATS), and a Zijderveld plot converging toward the direction of the lab field (high MAD,
DANG) indicating alteration during experiment. (e) A curved Zijderveld plot resulting with high DANG. (f) A zigzagged
Arai plot, which results in a high zigzag multidomain statistic (Z).
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temperature), thermochemical (due to, for exam-
ple, high temperature oxidation), or isothermal
(exposure to a strong field) remanences.

(2) The ability of the specimen to acquire and
preserve TRM (i.e., the values of the variables
in equation (1)) has not changed since the
acquisition of the ancient TRM. This ability
could alter by physical or chemical weathering,
and/or during the repeated heating in the
laboratory.

(3) pTRMs are independent, reciprocal, and addi-
tive: These assumptions were formulated by
Thellier (1938) [see also Dunlop and Özdemir
(1997), Yu et al. (2004), and Tauxe (2010) for
further discussion] and define the requirement
for pTRMs in order to obtain successful results.
These requirements are equivalent to demanding
that the specimen contain only noninteracting
single domain (SD) magnetic particles.

[10] Some of the assumptions of the Thellier method
can be partially tested if the experiment is carefully
designed. The deviation from linearity in the Arai plot
can be used to assess the extent to which the material
satisfies the requirement of SD, where a straight line
suggests SD or small PSD [Dunlop and Özdemir,
1997, Shaar et al., 2010], and other curves such as
concave (Figure 1c), convex, and zigzagging
(Figure 1f) suggest non-SD particles [e.g., Levi,
1977; Dunlop and Özdemir, 1997; Fabian, 2001;
Coe et al., 2004; Yu et al., 2004; Shaar et al., 2011].
Overprints can be detected by inspecting changes in
the trends of the Zijderveld plot. Alteration during
the experiment can be partially detected using addi-
tional “pTRM checks” [Coe and Gromme, 1978]
which are repeated pTRMacquisition steps performed
after temperature steps at higher temperature (triangles
in Figure 1). Nonreciprocal pTRMs, typical of
multidomain grains, can be partially detected using
“tail checks” [Riisager and Riisager, 2001], or
alternatively using the IZZI method of Tauxe and
Staudigel [2004] which produces “zigzagged” plots
(Figure 1f) when reciprocity is violated [Yu et al.,
2004]. For additional methods for detecting violation
of the Thellier experimental assumptions, see review
by Tauxe and Yamazaki [2007] and Tauxe [2010].

1.3. Conventional Approaches of
Interpretation

[11] The interpretation of the Thellier-type experiment
involves two issues. The first is how to determine that
the experiment failed and cannot provide reliable
paleointensity estimation. In this case, the whole set
of measurements of a particular specimen are

discarded. The second issue is how to choose the most
appropriate temperature interval for estimating |b|. It
is not always straightforward how to choose the
temperature bounds for the bestfit line, especiallywhen
the data points are scattered or form a complicated
curve. However, this is a critical decision as different
choicesmay lead to different paleointensity estimates.

[12] Paleointensity statistics are a useful tool for
evaluating the quality of the interpretation. They are
frequently used as acceptance criteria by assigning
threshold values to a set of statistics. When adopting
this approach, only interpretations that meet the
criteria are accepted. Section A1 in the Supporting
Information1 (see also the Appendix to this article)
lists the paleointensity statistics that we apply in this
contribution (see Tauxe [2010] for a more detailed
discussion). This is not a complete list of the all
the available statistics, and there are many other that
are frequently used [e.g., Leonhardt et al., 2004;
Kissel and Laj, 2004; Ben-Yosef et al., 2008,2009;
Biggin, 2010; Valet et al., 2010; Paterson, 2011].

[13] Examples of different results that are typical of
Thellier-type experiments are shown in Figure 1.
The behavior shown in Figure 1a is ideal, with
straight-line Arai and Zijderveld plots. The Arai plot
in Figure 1b displays a complicated scatter, which
results in a high “scatter statistic” [sb/|b| of Coe and
Gromme [1978], renamed b by Selkin and Tauxe
[2000]]. Also, the pTRM checks in Figure 1b fall far
from the curve, which results in a high “alteration
statistic” (e.g., DRATS of Tauxe and Staudigel
[2004]). The Arai plot in Figure 1c is bilinear where
each segment is a straight line, but since only a
fraction of the magnetization is used, each segment
results in a low “fraction statistic” [e.g., fvds of Tauxe
and Staudigel [2004]]. Alteration during the
experiment is apparent in Figure 1d: the pTRM
checks above 360�C fall far from the curve, and the
Zijderveld plot converges toward the direction of
the lab field (-z direction). The pTRM checks in
Figure 1d result in a high DRATS, and the curved
Zijderveld plot results in a high “Maximum Angular
Deviation” (MAD, of Kirschvink [1980]) and high
“Deviation of the ANGle” (DANG of Tauxe and
Staudigel [2004]). Figure 1e is another example of
a curved Zijderveld plot, which results in a high
DANG, caused by a multicomponent magnetization.
The zigzagged behavior in Figure 1f is associated
with multidomain magnetic grains, which result in
a high “zigzag statistic” (Z of Yu and Tauxe [2005],

1All Supporting Information may be found in the online version of
this article.
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revised by Ben-Yosef et al. [2008] or IZZI_MD of
Shaar et al. [2011]).

[14] We identify several limitations in the approach
normally taken for interpreting paleointensity data.

(1) The interpretation of specimens that do not display
the ideal behavior shown in Figure 1a is not
straightforward and requires subjective judgments.

(2) When interpreting a large number of specimens,
it is a challenge to remain consistent and follow
the exact guiding principles throughout all the
interpretations.

(3) Manual interpretation is time consuming.
(4) When adopting paleointensity statistics as

acceptance criteria, it is not obvious which
statistics and threshold values to use.

(5) As a reader, reviewing the interpretations in a
given published dataset is practically impossible
unless the measurement data are given. Yet, even
if the measurement data are given, manually
reviewing each specimen separately can be
laborious for large datasets.

(6) It is not obvious how to compare or compile
together different publications, which were likely
interpreted using different guiding principles.

2. Thellier Auto Interpreter: Automatic
Interpretation of Thellier
Experiment Data

[15] To address the difficulties in manual interpreta-
tion (section 1.3), we introduce a tool for automatic
interpretation using a given set of paleointensity
statistics. The Thellier Auto Interpreter uses three
groups of paleointensity statistics:

(1) Specimen paleointensity statistics (Table A1,
Supporting Information, sections 2.1,2.2): a
set of statistics that define the acceptance crite-
ria at the specimen level.

(2) Sample calculation methods (Table A2, Sup-
porting Information, section 2.3): the method
by which the sample paleointensity and its
corresponding confidence error are estimated.

(3) Sample paleointensity statistics (Table A3,
Supporting Information, section 2.4): a set of
statistics that define the acceptance criteria at
the sample level.

[16] The procedure works as follows. (1) The program
goes through all the specimens in the dataset and
inspects each for all possible interpretations of best
fitting lines. The interpretations that meet the specimen

acceptance criteria (“accepted interpretations”) are
saved into a file, while the others are discarded. (2)
The program goes through all the samples in the data-
set, and if enough specimens from each sample contain
at least one “acceptable interpretation” then the sample
paleointensity and its confidence error are calcu-
lated, using one of the methods listed in section
2.3 and Table A2, Supporting Information. Samples
that do not meet the sample acceptance criteria
(Table A3, Supporting Information) are discarded.

2.1. Simplifying Specimen Paleointensity
Statistics

[17] To allow an automatic interpretation by Thellier
Auto Interpreter, we need a set of paleointensity statis-
tics, which is capable of detecting the most likely
causes of failure and efficiently identifying unaccept-
able results. The only consensus in the community is
that there are too many ways of characterizing the
experimental results (there are at least a half dozenways
of treating pTRM checks alone), yet more statistics are
defined every year. Here, we aim to minimize the
number of the statistics necessary in order to make the
choice of the acceptance criteria easier. We also have
detected deficiencies in the existing palette of statistics.
For this purpose, we define several new paleointensity
statistics as described below.

2.1.1. FRAC: Fraction of Remanence

[18] The fraction of remanence used in paleointen-
sity experiments is a critical statistic. Perfect data
would allow the use of the entire NRM, but such
perfection is rare in actual experiments. There are
at least two statistics for estimating the fraction of
remanence. The f, defined by Coe et al. [1978] is
the y-component of the best fit line in the chosen
segment divided by the y-intercept of the extra-
polated best fit line (Table A1, Supporting Informa-
tion, Figure 2a). This method of calculation will
give misleadingly high values for concaved Arai
plot (Figure 2a). To address this problem, Tauxe
and Staudigel [2004] introduced fvds, which uses
the same numerator as in f, but the sum of all the
vector differences lengths between consecutive tem-
perature steps (Vector Difference Sum or VDS, see
equation (4)), as the denominator. The problem
with fvds is that it amplifies the denominator when
the Zijderveld plot is highly scattered or zigzagged
(Figure 2b). Therefore, neither f nor fvds is ideal for
general use or for the Thellier Auto Interpreter.
Here, we introduce a new fraction statistic, FRAC,
which is the VDS of the selected component divided
by the total VDS:
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FRAC ¼

Xi¼end�1

i¼start

NRMiþ1 � NRMij j

Xi¼n0�1

i¼0

NRMiþ1 � NRMij j þ NRMn0j j
(4)

where n0 is the total number of data points in the
Arai plot, start and end are the first and the last
points in the chosen segment, and NRMi is the
NRM vector at step i. The denominator in equation
(4) is the VDS of Tauxe and Staudigel [2004].

2.1.2. SCAT: A Scatter Statistic

[19] In an effort to minimize the number of paleoin-
tensity statistics and avoid the need for a complicated
combination of many different statistics, we define
the scatter statistic, SCAT. SCAT is a Boolean, which
uses the threshold value of b to indicate whether the
data points (including the pTRM checks and tail
checks) in the chosen segment of the Arai plot are
too scattered. SCAT is meant to replace DRATS
(alteration check), Z (zigzag statistic),MD (tail checks),
and any of the other scatter and alteration detection
statistics available in the literature. It depends only
the threshold value of b, bthreshold.

[20] Figure 3a illustrates graphically the way SCAT
is determined. First, the least squares line through
the chosen segment in the Arai plot (solid line
through green diamond) is calculated using York
[1966], following Coe et al. [1978]. The slope of

this line and its associated standard error are termed
b and sb, respectively [Coe et al., 1978, Table A1,
Supporting Information]. Assuming that b (defined
as sb/|b|) is used as a selection criterion, we set the
threshold value for the standard error of the slope to
be: sthreshold = |b|bthreshold. We now use b and
sthreshold to draw two lines that pass through the
center of mass of the chosen segment (green
diamond in Figure 3a), with the slopes b + 2sthreshold,
and b - 2sthreshold (dashed lines), respectively. The
intersections of these lines with the x-axis and the
y-axis of the Arai plot define four points that outline
a polygon bounded by the blue and the red lines. The
gray polygon (the SCAT box) is defined by the red
line, the blue line, and two vertical lines passing
through the first and the last point in the chosen seg-
ment. SCAT is True if all the data points associated
with the chosen segment (including the pTRM
checks and the tail checks) fall inside the box. SCAT
is False if any point falls outside the box. The pTRM
and tail checks are included in SCAT if they check re-
producibility of temperature steps within the segment
and were measured before reaching a temperature
higher than the highest temperature in the segment.
Figure 3b illustrates a specimen that passes the SCAT
criterion, whereas the specimen in Figure 3c fails.

2.1.3. GAP-MAX: A Maximum Gap Statistic

[21] We define a new statistic for Thellier Auto
Interpreter routine, GAP-MAX, to detect a poorly
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Figure 2. Comparison between different methods of calculating the fraction statistic - f [Coe et al., 1978], fvds [Tauxe
and Staudigel, 2004], and FRAC (this study). Temperature bounds and best fit lines are marked in green. (a) The f is
calculated by the y-component of the least squares line between the temperature bounds divided by the y-intercept
of the least squares line (Table A1, Supporting Information) resulting in f values that may overestimate the quality
of a concaved Arai plot. (b) A noisy or zigzagged Zijderveld plot can amplify VDS, resulting in fvd value that can
underestimate the quality of the Arai plot.
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defined Arai plot with two consecutive data points
separated by a very large gap. GAP-MAX measures
the lengths of all the vector differences between
consecutive temperature steps in the segment and
return the maximum length normalized by the
VDS of the component:

GAP-MAX ¼ max i¼end�1
i¼start NRMiþ1 � NRMij j� �
Xi¼end�1

i¼start

NRMiþ1 � NRMij j
(5)

whereNRMi, start and end, are defined in equation (4).

[22] Despite the similarity in names, the GAP-MAX
is different than the frequently used “gap factor”
g of Coe et al. [1978] in the sense that g is the
weighted mean of the y-component gaps in the Arai
plot (see Table A1, Supporting Information, for the
equation), whereas GAP-MAX is the maximum gap
(measured as vector length).

2.2. Which Statistics to Use at the
Specimen Level?

[23] Using the new definitions above, we argue
that a set of six statistics is sufficient for a robust
performance of Thellier Auto Interpreter: FRAC,
GAP-MAX, nptrm (minimum number of pTRM
checks carried out before reaching temperature
higher than the upper temperature bound), b,
MAD, and DANG. The first four statistics account
for the linearity and the scatter of the Arai plot,
and the last two account for the linearity of the
Zijderveld plot and its convergence to the origin

(See Table A1, Supporting Information, for com-
plete definitions).

2.3. Sample Calculation Methods

[24] In the following section, we use the following
notation: a sample is a physical object that must have
been subjected to the same field conditions during
initial cooling, and a specimen is a subsample
from this object. Remembering that paleointensity
values at the specimen level are not measurements,
but estimates based on interpretations of the Arai
plots, calculating the paleointensity at the sample
level can be nonunique. Some problems in calculating
the sample paleointensity include: (1) how to propa-
gate paleointensity estimates from the specimen
level to the sample level when there is more
than one possible interpretation, each resulting in a
different value, (2) how to propagate uncertainties
from the specimen level to the sample level, and (3)
how to calculate the confidence bounds at the sample
level. A full discussion of these issues is beyond
the scope of this article. Here, we provide three useful
algorithms employed by Thellier Auto Interpreter
for calculating the sample paleointensity and its
uncertainty. Readers are referred to Paterson et al.
[2010] and references therein for a thorough discus-
sion of the uncertainties involved in calculating the
sample mean.

2.3.1. STDEV-OPT:OptimizedStandardDeviation

[25] In the published literature, the most frequent
way of calculating the sample paleointensity is to
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Figure 3. The SCAT statistic. (a) Graphical representation of the SCAT calculation (see section 2.1 for details). The
SCAT criterion passes if all the data points, including the pTRM checks and the tail checks, fall inside the gray box and
fails if one or more point fall outside the box. (b–c) Interpretation using the SCAT statistics. Symbols are as in Figure 1,
tail checks are marked with open squares, temperature bounds are marked with green symbols, and the green line is
best fit line between the temperature bounds. In both examples, the threshold value for b is 0.10. The interpretation
in Figure 3b passes the criterion, while that in Figure 3c fails.
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choose one interpretation from each specimen
(sometimes out of many possibilities) and calculate
the mean and standard deviation (or standard error)
of the chosen specimen interpretations. One
approach usually taken (perhaps unconsciously) is
to choose interpretations that agree best with each
other, leading to a low standard deviation for
the sample mean. The STDEV-OPT follows this
approach. Given a list of specimens, each with a list
of “acceptable” interpretations that pass the
selection criteria, STDEV-OPT chooses values that
lead to a minimum standard deviation of the sample
mean. For example, if sample S1 includes three
specimens with the following “acceptable” inter-
pretations: S1a (40.1,45.0, and 50.1mT), S1b
(44.5, 45.1, and 46.5mT), and S1c (42.2, 43.3, and
44.9mT), then the STDEV-OPT algorithm chooses
45.0, 45.1, and 44.9 from specimen a, b, and c,
respectively.

2.3.2. Bootstrap

[26] It could be claimed that the STDEV-OPT does
not provide an accurate assessment of the uncertainty
involved in the interpretation as it uses only one
“acceptable” interpretation from each specimen and
ignores the rest. Following Shaar et al. [2011] [see
also Bowles et al., 2005] we apply bootstrap statistics
[Efron, 1981] to calculate the sample paleointensity.
Assuming n specimens, eachwith a list of “acceptable”
interpretations, the general bootstrap procedure is as
follows. (1) Randomly choose one specimen. (2)
Pick the paleointensity estimate for the chosen
specimen using one of the methods described
below (simple or parametric bootstrap). (3) Repeat
(1)–(2) n times (a specimen can be chosen more than
one time). (4) Calculate the mean of the n values. (5)
Repeat steps (1)–(4) N times (N is a large number,
which is 104 in the Thellier GUI program by default).
(6) Calculate themean ormedian of theN bootstrapped
means to estimate the sample paleointensity. The
interval containing 95% (or 68%) of the bootstrapped
means defines the confidence interval. Step #2 of
this procedure can use one of the following options:

• BS (simple bootstrap): one value is randomly
chosen from the list of “acceptable interpretations”.

• BS-PAR (parametric bootstrap): The minimum
and the maximum values in the list of “acceptable
interpretations” define an “accepted interval.” The
parametric bootstrap assumes that the true value
lies within this interval. Under the assumption that
no information is known about the probability
function, a value is randomly chosen from a uniform
distribution function defined by this interval.

[27] One main advantage in the bootstrap procedure
is that it allows users to loosen the selection criteria
at the specimen level, and in so doing, obtain paleoin-
tensity estimates from MD-like curved Arai plots
[Shaar et al., 2011]. Yet caution should be taken
when adopting the bootstrap method, as it depends
on a large number of specimens per sample, andmost
studies do not have a sufficient number.

2.4. Which Statistics to Use at the
Sample Level?

[28] A list of sample paleointensity statistics is given
in Table A3, Supporting Information. We suggest at
the minimum using a threshold value for the number
of specimens per sample (Nsample) and a threshold
value for the estimated confidence interval.

[29] Both the samplemean and the confidence interval
estimation have an inherent uncertainty that is related
to the number of measurements.Paterson et al. [2010]
provide a detailed discussion ofmethods for estimating
the confidence interval and the uncertainties involved
in these estimates. Here, we draw on their conclusions
and use the standard deviation of the data (or other
estimated confidence interval) as a selection criterion,
keeping in mind that the true uncertainty is poorly
defined. This selection criterion can be expressed as
an absolute value (units of mT) or as a relative value
(boundary of confidence divided by the mean in units
of %). We suggest using both, and the Thellier GUI
combines the two threshold values using a logical
OR function. The reason for this is that a low absolute
paleointensity value (say 15 mT) may have a standard
deviation of several microtesla (say, 5), which could
be 30% of the mean, so using only the percentage
of the mean will discriminate against what may be
experimentally an excellent result. On the other hand,
a high absolute value of paleointensity (say 100 mT),
may have excellent reproducibility of 10% of the
mean (or 10 mT), but this would exceed a strict
5 mT threshold chosen by the investigator.

[30] Another aspect of uncertainty at the sample
level is the degrees of freedom in interpreting the
Arai plots. If the acceptance criteria at the specimen
level are relatively loose (for example FRAC< 0.6),
then there may be a number of “acceptable” inter-
pretations at the specimens level; each can lead to a
significantly different paleointensity estimate (e.g.,
example Figure 1c). In this case, there are also a
number of “acceptable” sample means, which
might yield significantly different estimates. In the
Thellier GUI, we employ a new statistic (SAMPLE-
INT-INTERVAL) to account for this issue (see
Table A3, Supporting Information, for details).
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3. Consistency Test

[31] Choosing acceptance criteria for Thellier Auto
Interpreter is a central issue, and the final results are
strongly influenced by this choice. Ideally, we would
want to accept only ideal Arai plots (i.e., Figure 1a)
and samples with high Nsample and low standard
deviation (by choosing very strict threshold values).
Yet, very few samples in a realistic dataset, if any,
can fulfill nearly ideal requirements (for example
FRAC > 0.9, b < 0.05, MAD, DANG < 5, Nsample

> 10, and ssample < 5%). While investigators have
to relax the acceptance criteria, relaxing them too
much might result in low reliability of the results.

[32] The purpose of the Consistency Test proposed
here is to help users assess the reproducibility of
results using a given set of acceptance criteria by
performing a test for the consistency of the data
among samples that can be considered contempora-
neous (for example come from the same lava flow,
or archaeological horizon). The Consistency Test
relies on defining groups of samples (termed hereafter
Test Groups) that are expected to give similar
paleointensity values. Examples for Test Groups
are: archaeological samples that were collected from
the same archaeological layer, samples from different
parts of the same lava flow, contemporaneous
samples dated to the same age, or adjacent samples
in a core. In this sense, a Test Group is similar to a
paleomagnetic site, using the definition from Tauxe
(2010): “A site is a single horizon or instant in time
and may comprise multiple samples or may be only
a single sample, depending on the application.
Multiple specimens from a single site are expected
to have recorded the same geomagnetic field.”

[33] Following the approach in section 2.2, we found
in many “trial and error” tests that the most difficult
decisions to make regarding the acceptance criteria
are the threshold values for FRAC and b. Hence,
we designed the Consistency Test to map results
using different values for these two statistics.

[34] The Thellier Consistency Test requires several
inputs (see section A.2, Supporting Information, for
details): (1) a list of “Fixed Criteria”: threshold values
for paleointensity statistics, not including b and
FRAC, (2) a list of Test Groups, (3) an allowable
range of values for b and FRAC (for example, b from
0.05 to 0.20 in steps of 0.01, and FRAC from 0.7 to
0.9 in steps of 0.02), and (4) a list of “Consistency test
functions” (section A.2, Supporting Information).

[35] The procedure of the Thellier Consistency Test
is as follows. (1) For each b and FRAC, an automated
interpretation is performed using Thellier Auto

Interpreter. The samples that passed the criteria are
saved into a file, and Consistency test functions are
calculated. (2) Upon completing the routine in step
(1), the values of the Consistency Test function are
displayed on a color map. (3) The user employs the
color maps to choose an optimal set of b and FRAC
that yield minimum scatter in the test-groups but
enough samples that pass the criteria. Thus, balancing
the “quality” of the interpretation and quantity of the
samples. (4) steps (1)–(3) can be repeated multiple
times using different “Fixed Criteria.”

[36] We demonstrate the application of the Thellier
Consistency Test in section 5.

4. Thellier GUI

[37] The new procedures described in sections 2–3
are implemented in a GUI called Thellier GUI.
The Thellier GUI is a tool for viewing and analyzing
the paleointensity data using the conventional
approach as well as the new procedures introduced
here. The Thellier GUI is designed to work with
the MagIC format (earthref.org/MAGIC) and is a
contribution to the PmagPy software package
(http://earthref.org/PmagPy/cookbook/), which is
cross-platform and based on the freely available
Enthought Python Distribution.

[38] A snapshot of the Thellier GUI front panel is
shown in Figure 4. The front panel includes graph-
ical displays of the measurements and controls for
interpreting the data and viewing the values of the
paleointensity statistics. The menu bar includes a
number of operations, including setting the prefer-
ences for the display, saving plot files, calculating
remanence anisotropy tensors, running the Thellier
Auto Interpreter and the Consistency Test routines,
and plotting paleointensity curves (field or virtual
axial dipole moment versus age). The dialog window
for setting paleointensity statistics (Tables A1–A3,
Supporting Information) is shown in Figure 5. The
dialog window of running the Consistency Test
(section 3) in shown in Figure 6.

[39] The Appendix provides web links for down-
loading the program and its tutorial.

5. Case Studies

5.1. Case Study 1: Roman Age Copper Slag
Mound, Cyprus

[40] Our first case study uses unpublished paleoin-
tensity data from a Roman Age archaeological
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mound near Skouriotissa, Cyprus [Ben-Yosef et al.,
2011, Figure 3]. The mound was built from layers
of slag intermixed with charcoals deposited between
the third and the fourth centuries CE. The dataset
includes 318 specimens from 70 slag samples, which

were collected from different horizons in the mound.
The behavior of the specimens is highly variable:
some specimens behave as SD, others suffer from
pTRM tails (manifested as zigzagged Arai plots
in the IZZI experiment), and some show significant

Figure 4. Snapshot of the Thellier GUI main panel.

Figure 5. Snapshot of acceptance criteria dialog window (section A1, Supporting Information).
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alteration during the experiment. In addition, many
specimens exhibit significant anisotropy. In our
investigation, we assume that samples which
were collected from the same layer in the mound
(locus) are close enough in age to have experienced
the same geomagnetic field during cooling. Thus,
we group the individual samples into Test Groups
(section 3) using their stratigraphic location within
the mound.

[41] After designating test groups, we define a set of
“fixed criteria”which all specimens must meet. In this
example, following the discussion in section 2.2, we
use the following fixed criteria: nptrm ≥ 2, GAP-MAX
≤ 0.6, MAD ≤ 5.0 and DANG ≤ 10.0 (See Table A1,
Supporting Information, for definitions). The choice
for the threshold values ofMAD and DANG is some-
what arbitrary, and we choose 5.0 and 10.0, respec-
tively, to constrain our analysis to specimens with
stable single-component NRM, which are more
likely to produce accurate results. At the sample
level, we use STDEV-OPT for calculating the sample
mean, with Nsample ≥ 3, and s less than 8% or 3mT.
These rather strict values reflect the level of uncer-
tainty we wish to tolerate in this study, as the aim
of the study is documenting rapid variation in the
geomagnetic field intensity at high temporal

resolution. We run the Consistency Test for bs rang-
ing from 0.05 to 0.15 in steps of 0.01, and FRAC
from 0.70 to 0.90 in steps of 0.01, using the follow-
ing Test Functions (see Table A4, Supporting Infor-
mation, for definitions):

• study_sample_n (the number of samples from the
whole project that pass the criteria): We want this
number to be as large as possible.

• max_group_int_sigma_uT (The standard deviation
of the most scattered Test Group in units of mT):
We want this number to be as low as possible.

• ((max_group_int_sigma_uT ≤ 3) or (max_group_
int_sigma_perc ≤ 8)) and study_sample_n. This
function returns the total number of samples that
passed the selection criteria, if the condition on
the left side of the function is met.

[42] Color maps of theConsistency Test are shown in
Figure 7. The numbers in Figure 7a are the number of
samples that passed the criteria for each FRAC and b
combination. As noted above, we want this number
to be as high as possible. High FRAC and low b
(the “strict” criteria in top right corner of the plot)
result in few samples that pass, whereas low FRAC
and high b (the “loose” criteria in the bottom left
corner of the plot) result in many samples that pass.

Figure 6. Snapshot of Consistency Test dialog window (Section A2, Supporting Information).
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The standard deviations of the most scattered Test
Group are shown in Figure 7b. As noted above, we
want this number to be as low as possible.We see that
the strict FRAC/b criteria result in high consistency
in Test Groups while loose criteria yield low consis-
tency. The function displayed in Figure 7c balances
consistency and quantity of acceptable results.
There is a region of “optimal” FRAC (0.82) and b
(0.10) in Figure 7c that results in a total of 10 samples
that pass. We re-run the Thellier Auto Interpreter
using these selected values. A comparison of the
results obtained by using “optimal” criteria, compared
with results obtain by “loose” and “strict” criteria, is
shown in Figure 8.

[43] One important conclusion we draw from this
case study is already known. “Ideal” acceptance
criteria net too few results, but the more the
acceptance criteria are relaxed, the more the chance
that the final result is inaccurate. In realistic datasets,
such as this example, the Consistency Test is a useful
tool for choosing a set of “realistic” acceptance
criteria that meets a required uncertainty in the
results. Thus, designing a study with enough Test
Groups allows us to improve the credibility of the
final results. We note, that in this example a total
set of 10 samples out of 70 passed our “optimal”
criteria. While this rate may seem very low, it allows
for relatively high precision.

5.2. Case Study 2: DSDP/ODP Submarine
Basaltic Glass Collections

[44] Our second case study is a collection of DSDP/
ODP submarine basaltic glass 0–160 Ma, compiled
and analyzed by Tauxe (2006). The dataset is
available from the MagIC database (http://earthref.
org/MAGIC/3474), and includes 947 specimens
from 447 samples obtained from 62 DSDP drill
holes. Themain purposes of the original investigation
were to inspect the long-term behavior of the
geomagnetic field intensity, particularly the time-
averaged value of the dipole moment, and the
variability of the field during stable polarities. Here,
we first redo the original interpretation using Thellier
Auto Interpreter, and then re-interpret the data
using the Consistency Test, following the approach
outlined in section 5.1.

[45] The acceptance criteria in the original publication
were: b ≤ 0.1, fvds ≥ 0.2, DRATS ≤ 30, MAD ≤ 15,
DANG ≤ 15. Sample means were calculated using
at least two specimens, and the threshold value for
the accepted standard deviation was 5 mT or 15%.
Also, the original publication restricted the maximum
temperature step used in the calculation to be at least
350�C. Here, we do not apply this criterion and run
Thellier Auto Interpreter using the other original
criteria. The results of Thellier Auto Interpreter
(188 samples) versus the published data (128 samples)

max_group_int_sigma_uTstudy_sample_n

((max_group_int_sigma_uT < 8) or
 (max_group_int_sigma_perc < 3))

and study_sample_n
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Figure 7. Color maps produced by the Consistency Test for case study 1 (section 5.1), showing values of “test
functions” for different combinations of b and FRAC. The test function in Figure 7a is the number of samples that
passed the criteria, and in Figure 7b is the standard deviation of the most scattered group. The expression of the test
function in Figure 7c returns the number of samples that passed the criteria if the expression in the left side of the
equation is met. The top right (bottom left) corners of the map represent relatively “strict” (“loose”) criteria. “Strict”
criteria result in many samples that pass criteria, but high scatter of the “worst” Test Groups. “Loose” criteria result
in low scatter in Test groups but only few samples that pass. The test function in Figure 7c helps in finding an
“optimal” combination.
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are shown in Figures 9a and 9b. The advantage
of the systematic search of the Thellier Auto
Interpreter versus the very cumbersome manual
one in the original study is clear in that many more
samples were found to pass the assumed criteria.
Nonetheless, the two datasets are nearly identical
(Fig. 9a), a heartening conclusion. We find the
advantages of using Thellier Auto Interpreter to be
twofold. First, the automatic interpretation of
such a large dataset is much faster than manual
interpretation (the runtime of Thellier Auto Interpreter
for this dataset is about 1.5 min versus days for
the original). Second, it guarantees a consistent
interpretation, which is very difficult to achieve in
the manual approach.

[46] After an initial assessment with Thellier Auto
Interpreter, we use the Thellier Consistency Test
to re-interpret the dataset using the approach
demonstrated in section 5.1. We group samples into
Test Groups according to their relative location in
the hole. We assume for this purpose that samples
that are less than 1.5 m apart should have recorded

the same geomagnetic field, hence are grouped
together. This approach results in 173 samples
grouped in 66 “test groups.” We run the Thellier
Consistency Test using the following “fixed criteria”
at the specimen level: nptrm ≥ 2, GAP-MAX ≤ 0.6,
MAD< 10.0, and DANG< 10. The threshold value
forMAD andDANGwas chosen after inspecting the
overall quality of the results after the Thellier Auto
Interpreter run. We choose STDEV-OPT as sample
mean calculation method, using the same selection
criteria as the original publication. In addition, we
choose to discard samples whose “acceptable”
means vary by 100% or by 20 mT (int_interval
statistic in Table A3, Supporting Information). We
run the Consistency Test using bs that ranged from
0.04 to 0.24 in steps of 0.02 and FRAC values that
ranged from 0.30 to 0.86 in steps of 0.02. We also
used the following Test Functions:

• study_sample_n
• ((max_group_int_sigma_uT ≤ 5) or (max_group_
int_sigma_perc ≤15)) and study_sample_n.
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[47] The color maps from the Consistency Test are
displayed in Figure 10. “Strict” criteria (top right of
Figures 10a and 10b) result in few samples and low
scatter, whereas “loose” criteria (bottom left of
Figures 10a and 10b) yield more “successful”
samples but much higher scatter. The “optimal”
values for FRAC and b (0.54 and 0.16, respectively),
which result in a total of 123 samples that passed the
criteria, are shown in Figure 10b. We use these
values to re-run Thellier Auto Interpreter, and the
results are shown in Figure 9c. The new interpretation
is not significantly different from the original
publication (Figure 9b), and supports its main
conclusions, yet the scatter of the new interpretation
is slightly lower than in the original publication. The
main advantage of using the approach proposed here
is that it provides guidelines for robustly choosing
the selection criteria and allows the reader to follow
the decisions that lead to choosing the criteria.
Moreover, it allows others to reproduce the results
and test consequences of other choices, assuming
that the authors have made the original measure-
ments available.

6. Summary

• AnewGUI for analyzing Thellier experimental data
is introduced. The GUI allows the interpretation
of the measurements using the conventional
(manual) approach, and in addition, it includes
two new interpretation tools: (1) Thellier Auto
Interpreter: an automatic procedure for a fast and

consistent interpretation using paleointensity
statistics as acceptance criteria, and (2) Thellier
Consistency Test, a built-in self-test for the consis-
tency of the results, assuming groups of samples
that should give similar paleointensity values.

• We introduce three new paleointensity statistics
for assessing the quality of the paleointensity
interpretation: FRAC – a fraction statistic, SCAT
– a scatter statistic, and GAP-MAX – an upper
limit for the gap between data points in an Arai
plot.

• The following statistics at the specimen level make
a complete list of the required statistics for a robust
and consistent interpretation: nptrm, GAP-MAX,
MAD, b, FRAC, DANG. The required statistics
at the sample level are: Nsample, and estimated
confidence interval in units of both mT and %.

• We implement in the GUI three algorithms for
calculating the sample paleointensity: arithmetic
mean that minimizes the standard deviation
(STDEV-OPT), simple bootstrap (BS), and
parametric bootstrap (BS-PAR).

• This study demonstrates that published paleoin-
tensity interpretations alone are not sufficient
to assert robustness of the conclusions, and
measurement data should be made available as
part of the publication (as supplementary text
files or as a contribution to the MagIC database).

[48] Readers are invited to contact R.S for further
clarification, technical guidance, support in converting
data files to MagIC format, and assistance in
uploading data to the MagIC database. On demand,
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different values of b and FRAC.
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the authors will provide a script for converting
different formats of measurement data files toMagIC
format. Suggestions and comments are very much
appreciated.

Appendix: Downloads, Datasets, and
Tutorial

[49] The software can be downloaded as a part of the
PmagPy software from: https://github.com/ltauxe/
PmagPy and http://earthref.org/PmagPy/cookbook/.

[50] A tutorial for Thellier GUI can be downloaded
from: http://earthref.org/PmagPy/pmagpydocs/Thellier_
GUI_tutorial.pdf.

[51] A list of paleointensity statistics used in the
Thellier GUI can be downloaded from: http://earthref.
org/PmagPy/pmagpydocs/Thellier_GUI_Paleointensity_
Statistics_Definitions.pdf

[52] The datasets used in this article can be down-
loaded from the PmagPy examples datasets: http://
magician.ucsd.edu/Software/PmagPy/Datafiles_2.0.
zip (All the data files used here can be found under
the folder Thellier GUI).
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